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DOINGS OF ZANERIANS.
E. Crane, who has been teaching
penmanship

in

theSandu'ky

(O.)

Business College, has resigned his
position to accept the supervisorship of penmanship in the public schools of the same city.
Mr.
L. H. Jackson, another Zanerian
boy, succeeds Mr Crane.- E. S.
Gause, one of the proprietors of
the Metropolitan Business College, Dallas, Texas, reports a thriving business
F. F. Wildish is now teaching penmanship in
Hill's Business College, Waco, Texas .. G. W.
Melson is principal of the public schools of Jasper,
Mo. " Have always found penmanship to be a
great aid in my work," writes Mr. Melson
Edward Wade resigned his position with the St. Loitis
(Mo.) Commercial College, and has accepted another with the Grand Island (Neb.) Commercial
College, one of the best equipped and most successful business colleges iti the West
"I had no
trottble in securing a position when I desired to
leave St. Loitis. In fact I was offered three others,"
writes Mr. Wade
W. T. Tarks, of Denver, Colo.,
sent Its a handsome circular setting forth the advantages of his " Modern School of Business." The
many illustrations are nearly all from his pen
E. A. Quantz resigned his position with Bliss Business College, Newberryport, Mass., to accept another in the Metropolitan Business College, of
Ottawa. Ont.,his native country
John W.Mannel
is now manager of the Schenectady (N. Y.) Business College. Mr. Mannel is an experienc d allround business college man, and will, no dottbt,
make a splendid success of the work
W. W.
Merriman, formerly of Bowling Green (Ky.) Business College, is now connected with the Indianapolis (Ind.) Business University
W. S. Ashby
resigned his position in the Almo City Business
College, San Antonia, Texas, to accept another
with the Bowling Green (Ky.) Business College
E. E. lUterback, who for some time past has been
supervisor of penmanship and drawing in the
public schools of Terre Haute, Ind., now holds a
like position in the public schools of Houston,
Texas
C. E. Bear is back at his old stand writing
cards in the Siegel-Cooper Co.'s department store,
of New York ..R. .\l. Baldwin, that handsome
and genial gentle an, penman in the Penn. Mutual
Life Insurance Co., of Philadelphia, Pa., recently
paid the Zanerian a visit. We do not intend to
give him away in the least, but will simply say that
while in the Zanerian he formed the acquaintance
of one of our best girls who lives not far from Coliunbus. He now comes this way abottt every six
months
Other Zanerian pupils who recently
visited ns, are
R. G. Laird and wife, of the Pittsburg (Pa.) Academy A. T. Adamson, who recently
accepted a position in Anderson's Business College,
Altoona, Pa.; J. O. Gordon, supervisor of penmanship and drawing in the public schools of Rocky
River, O. C. M. Swingle, of Wood's Business Col'
lege, Hazelton, Pa. We are always pleased to have
old pupils return to visit us. Come back, boys, and
bring your wives along. Girls, too, and fetch your
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;

husbands
Judging from reports. Freoman P.
Taylor proprietor of the Mineral Valley Business
College, of East Palestine, ()., is making quite a
success of his institution. Besides a regular business department, he has departments of music and
art with competent instructors.
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The Zanerian Fine Writer is unquestionably the best line writing pen made
the best
tor executing any of the shaded, ornamental
It is also the best for
styles of writing.
flourishing.
We could till the greater part of
tliis issue of the Penman and Artist with let-
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ters

pen enthusiastically
pen for the professional
pen with which the amateur

from users of

praising

it.

this

It is the

})enman and the

become familiar in handling,
Ivead a few testimonials.

fihouhl

Neosho Rapids, Kans., Nov. 9 1897.
Enclosed find fl.OO for which please send one
gross Fine Writer Pens by return mail. They are
the best I have ever used.
J. B. Martin.
Holsopple, Pa., Dec. 7, 1897.
Enclosed find 30 cents for which please send me
Could not do without
'., gross Fine Writer Pens.
them at $10.00 per gross.
C. Foster Cable,
Prin. of Schools.
Sedalia, Mo., Jan. 16, 1898.
The Fine Writer Pens are the best I've used without a doubt.
J. W. Wiley.
Lynnville, Ind., Jan. 18, 1898.
The Fine Writer Pens are received and are fine
writers sure enough, simply wonderful.
John W. Simpson.
Better order
[
1

some and

try them.

$0 80
1 00

gross, post iiaid
gross, ]»ost paid.

Address

Zankrian Art College,
Columbus,
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Oliio.

FREEHAND DRAWING.

Number One.
IThese illustrations were made by pupils of the
Zanerian. The pencil sketchesby Miss Ella E.
Calkins and the pen sketches by C. H. Carpender.]

In the way of materials you will need a soft
pencil, |)encil paper, pens (medium fine),
])aper or cardl)oard, and India ink.
These
should be of good (juality but they need not
be expensive.
You need, also, a well-trained eye, and as
drawing trains the eye better than anything
else, you should go to work in earnest for the
twofold purpose of learning to see and learning to draw. Keep in mind that you cannot
draw anything you cannot see, nor see anything you cannot draw. We know you will
not believe this, but we know there is more
ti'uth in it than falsehood
more truth than
most people know or are willing to admit.
('oj)y tlic pictures given herewith and then
place a cid)ical form before you a IriHe below
the eye and attemi)t to draw it by first secur-
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Work
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freely

the oiil lilies more closely and ciufccllv
I'lit
in the middli- (on(*H and tints and background.
The latter is usually arran;^cd so as to emphasize the lights.
You must learn to emphasize
the light*; by putting tliein in front of darks,
and the darks by putting them in frf)nt of or
in contact with lights.
]>earn to see clearly
and draw ipiickly. !)ep(!n(l only ii|ion the
eye and hand
they can become as accurate
.
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and more elVective.
After you have sketched

as rules,

See how the receding
and left. .Note
how narrow the toj) face is. Before |)roi'eeding further he sure the proportion and out-

and observe carefully.

lines tend ni>\v;ird to the right

line are correct.

^'our next step should he

shadows and
freely.

to

Stpiint

mass
at

the

tJiein

tf)

f)bjects

satisfac-

proceed to draw them on
smooth paper with pen and ink, using a pencil to secure the general outline.
You must
learn to work freely with the pen as with the
pencil.
Thei-c is mi need of painfully slow
work.
torily

in

pencil,

see the hroad

in

broadly and

object to

see

these
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shadows. Of course you must place
the object so that it receives light but from
one side and from above it. Be sure the
object is placed the proi)er distance from you.
An object a foot sijuare should be placed
broad

about six feet away.
After massing in the shadows broadly you
should proceed to accent the darks and trim

Aftei- drawing objects singly, begin to arrange them artistically into groups and to
draw them first in pencil and then in i)en and
ink.
Always secure proportion first (relative
height and width of objects), then outline and
shape, which involve perspective. Then mass
in the darks, leaving the light tints

and accents

and

details until last.
Proportion first, shai)e
second, mass third, detail fourtii and last.
Bear in mind that you must learn to see as
well as draw.
Your eye needs training the
same as your hand. Both may be trained
only by putting them into action and wisely
directing their energies. You can learn to

draw
hand

if

you

severence.

you are blind or your
Nothing succeeds like per-

will, unless

])aralyzed.
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Number Two.
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Tlir l>asket illustrations are
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iven to .how
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pencil and then drawn in
is hest to secure general
proportion and shape with the jiencil hefore
heginning with the pen. Mr. Mason made
his drawings with nothing hut the pen direct
from the ohjects.
Miss Craft's drawing was done with charcoal on charcoal i)aper.
The smooth tones
and delicate lints were secured hy "stumping," or drawing a cloth or similar suhstance
over the charcoal lints and softening and
tirst

ink.
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to iii't results
coricct reprethe easiest and most effective
manner. The iiiauner of hamlling the pen
shmilil ilitl'or as iiitich as individuals differ.
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for students to

and

still

life.

By Miss

an c.xcellent

medium

ordinary soft pencil is the most convenient
instrument, and about as effective as anything.
If a jieison can draw well with a i)encil he
can soon learn to draw well with almost anyihing else.
Minn. Your culic is juoA. L. I'"..
pordonally too wide, also your he.\agoiKil
prism.
Proportion is one of the most important tilings, and the one that beginners fail in
most. Your work is very good in all other
respects.
The perspective of the prism mid
cube is a IriHe off, the line of the horizon
being a trifle high, ('ome again.
,

Thus, two persons drawing the same ohjeet
should differ as miieh in the manner of their
drawing as in their seeing what is to draw
(for all persons see things in a different light),
or as imieh as they differ in apjiearanre or

is

employ in drawing from casts
But for ordinary drawing, an

KiliiH

15.

Craft.
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FREEHAND DRAWING.

Number Three.

EARNING

to draw a tree is ranch
learning to draw anything else. What has been
said regarding the drawing
of objects heretofore given
will apply to the drawing of
trees as well.
But a tree is
more difficult because it is more intricate in
form and variable in color.
The chief thing to keep in mind is that you
must be content to draw but a small proportion of what you see or what you think you
see.
There ai-e millions of leaves, but you
must be content to draw but a few of them.
In fact 3^ou must not even attempt to draw
one.
The large illustration herewith represents a tree with countless leaves upon it, but
not one single leaf has been drawn
all have
been suggested in general but none have been
like

Squint at
an idea of

with the eyes well closed to get
general shape and mass.
Your first effort should be similar to the
outline sketch herewith, except as large as
you intend to make the drawing.
Watch
carefully the proportion and general shape
and outline. Do not allow the little things to
detract your attention at this stage of the
work. Be sure your proportion is correct
before proceeding with the shading. Make
corrections now, for it will be too late later on.
it

its

"N

—

drawn in jjarticular.
The secret of success in drawing from nature
is to suggest rather than draw what yim see.
And to suggest only what you can see when

^^

,-j

looking near the center of the thing drawn.
A picture should properly represent what can
be seen by looking in one direction only, and
not what may be seen by looking, here, there,
and everywhere.
Do not get too close to the tree to be drawn.
Be at least four times the height of it from it.
See that the sun shines on the right or left
side of it, and not from in front or behind.

r<i^

1
i
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Your next step should be to mass in the
bulk of the foliage as suggested in the accomjianying Hatly tinted illustration. This is for
the pur])ose of securing strength, color, and
centralization of effect.
It enaliies you to
concentrate your attention upon one thing at
a time, and to appreciate the importance of
Do a good
generally as compared to detail.
(leal of squinting and but little drawing at
Be sure to mass this
this state of progress.
tint lightly, so that it may easily be moditicd,
broken, and mottled, as in the large illustration.

The original pencil drawing was a tiitle
larger than the large drawing, and your tirst
should be large rather than small.
The third step is the easiest of all, though
the most tediotis. The aim should be to suggest detail and to accent the whole design.
By accent we mean the darkening of the darks
and centralizing them, so as to sei'ure an
You must not
artistic and forceful picture.
emphasize the detail too strongly, or the result
will be hard and rigid and spotted.

»
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mind that good, legible forms are
desired and essential in the service of expressing and recording thought. As a means of
doing this easily and quickly, skill of hand
and arm are necessary.
And skill involves a
certain amount and kind of training.
How
this dexterity shall be acquired is a much
disputed question. Whether it shall be secured
by doing actual writing in a careful manner,
followed by criticisms, or by thoughtful practice upon exercises, letters, words, and sentences, is at the present time, with the average
thoughtful teacher, a most important and
perplexing question.
Of course many penmen of moderate education, and others of well developed prejudices, are able to brush the question aside and
declare the old way the best and the only
Enthusiasts of movement fly
practical one.
up in a minute, like a chicken with its head
cut otf if you suggest the possibility of learning to write well without extensive movement
exercises and vigorous drills on the same.
On the other hand, many educators of unquestioned learning and good sense declare that
the practice of writing without the expression
of thought is not only useless but positively
injurious.
The old A-B-C method of teaching reading,
the old multiplication method of teaching
arithmetic, and the parsing and rule-committing methods of teacliing grammar have given
stantly in

I-Si^r.'
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The above is a reduction from the finished
drawing, the same that the large illustration
was made from, and is given to show how
photo-engraving changes the size but retains
the character of the picture.
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F.,

good.
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Detail too strong in log
J. P., Kas.
cabin. Background to the rose is too cho])ped
and spotted. Slaadow too strong about mouth
of young man.
Shadow on old man's cheek
is too strong
looks like a hole. Efl'ects not
centralized in corn design. You are doing
.J.

—

splendid work.
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more modern,

to

practical,

No

and humane

one now thinks that the old
was or is better than the new. The question
is, may we not do away with much, at least,
of the old analytical and of the present movemethods.

We

CRITICISMS.

Minn.
Your pencil and pen
drawings from objects are above the average.
You have the right idea and you are acquiring
the right method. The perspective top of
the bench is a little off, but the general elfect
A. L.

way

Send some more.

SIMPLE, SENSIBLE WRITING.

Number Three.

ANY have

gone, and others
are still going to extremes
in the matter of movement
in teaching writing and in
learning to write. While

ment methods of teaching writing?
believe we can, and our beliefs have a more
solid foundation than when we believed in the
old ^and to some, present
order of teaching-

—

—

writing.

You, as a rule, are not yet prepared to receive
our thoughts and methods entirely in their
new form, but as a stej) in that direction we
present herewith a few simple exercises and a
number of simple letters for your ])ractice,
consitleration,

As

and

use.

how much time you

shall give to the
practice of exercises and letters, in projiortion
to the time given to the words and sentences,
depends upon the purpose of your training
and your individual inclinations. If you wish
to learn to write freely you should practice
freely.
If you wish to write witli a large
proportion of arm movement you nuist pracSkill comes
tice witli the arm movement.
to

writ-

from activity, from t'areful service.
Study the forms closely, botii large and
small, and thereby secure deiinite and serviceable mental inuiges with wiiich to direct the
hand. Tlie hand naturally inclines to the
reproduction of the form found in the mind.

impossible, yet it is not the all-imi)f>rtant
thing.
Form is the foundation, for without
it writing (if it can be said to be writing) is
utterly worthless and useless eflort.
You will do well, therefore, to bear con-

hand will be poor also. If the mind
image is clear and good, the band will endeavor, and usually succeeds in reproducing
a like product on paper.

movement

is

an important

factor, for witliout

ing

is

it

If the

the

mental picture

is jioor,

the jiroduct of
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FREEHAND DRAWING.

drawing than the former, but hard outlines
must be avoided as much as possible. The
top of the crock is not as easy to draw as it

Number Four.
RE<iUENTLY we hear persons say
" I wish s[>ring were here so I
t-oul(l sketch from nature," or
soiuething similar, indicating
that they are at a loss to know

what

to find to

draw during

the long, cold, winter months.
This lesson is to suggest something for you
Surely you have a few plants (not
to do.
necessarily flowers) about the house to which
you can turn for something to "sketch" or
draw or paint. No matter if the plant is '* not
doing well" or "stunted" or "irregular,"
it may make a beautiful picture if you can see
beauty in light and shade, contrast in form,
variety in color, etc.
The compactly leafed Begonia plant is not

appears.

Copy these drawings, studying carefully
the secrets of their beauty, and then turn to
the plant itself and see how well you can do.
Any plant with large, smooth leaves will do.
Endeavor to see clearly what is to be drawn
and the hand will soon learn to do the rest.
Invent the background to suit the plant and
yourself, and then study the result.
This Fairy Fern and similar line leafed

1

must be treated wholly in a
suggestive manner. Make a few little dark
spots here, a few white spots there, a stem
connecting them, and you have the secret.
See how the leaves are made dark in front of
the light side of the dish (fernery) and light
where the dish is dark. Unless you see these
c-ontrasting lights in art and nature you can
not draw them.
foliage plants

very difficult, yet quite artistic in its conSquint at it and
trasting lights "and ilarks.
see how the little dark spots between the
leaves on the light side seem to give them reLittle patches of light and dark reprelief.
sent the leaves. No need of drawing a single
Learn to sugleaf, need only oi suggestion.
gest things instead of drawing them rigidly
in outline.

This Century plant admits of more

literal
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Ydii must Icarii to feel your
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drawing such
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MARklAOeS, BABIES, ETC.

iihihI

latlicr tliaii with

lid., was
Miss |)aisy llamluer, (if I'olo, 111., on Aug. II.
K. i\. I'eniz, of Ni<kerKon,
KaiiH., was married to Miss

|).

way

siiljjc'cts.

to hint ui thecliarartcr

tlu' rolia<^;e.
Let the ol)stM-v»>r use his iina^iuation a little to (letenuiue the partii'ular
kind of tiueness.
You must learn that it is
the provinee of art to represent, not to <lelineate
to emphasize general truths of appearanee rather than facts of iletail.

of

—

l<'()sii;i{,

marrie<l

Emma

of <)vid,

I

lo

Strcjthman, of

('laliin,

Kans, on A iigiisl 20.
A short time ago w'e received (|uile a
lengtiiy letter from our olil friend and jiupil,
K. (). Brockman, of Spartanburg, S.
We
could tell at the very beginning that something tickled him, and that lie was very
anxious to tell about it. Kefore reading further we turned the letter over and toward the
end caught this sentence
"It weigheil nine
pounds." Then we knew what it was all

C

:

Our congratulations, brother
know you'r happy.

about.

We
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A SURPRISE.

The I'enman's Art

.lournal, that old,
tried and true friend, without a word
of intimation or of warning, recently

sprang upon the unsuspe(;ting public a
most complete and agreeable surprise.
It changed its size; came down from that
of the old, unwieldy small new8pa})er
to something more nearly in accord with
the modern magazine.
In doing this it
was wise, and hereafter when it comes
to our desk we can conscientiously salute
it

with that old but expressive chestnut,

"Ah

The Snowball bouquet herewith must he
studied carefully.
It is plain enough now
what it represents, since we named it.
It
only goes to show the limitations of art and
some artists. You must learn to know the
limitations of art and artists as well as their
vastness.
Y'ou will learn that art is not a
mere mirror or camera
it is more
it is the
artist's thought and feelings about things.
This .las nine, though irregular in its
branches, is a good subject for drawing.
It
matters but little with what you draw, whether
pencil, pen, or water colors or oil, just so you

—

—

do

it

well.

Some

])refei'

one medium and

some another, f'se that which you can use
best.
As a rule, if you can use one successfully you can soon learn to use the others.

You must

analyze drawings to

find

the

of drawing.
Tiierefore, study and
observe the lights and darks of these illustrations as closely and intently as thi' astronomer
studies and observes the spots on the moon.
secrets

Watch
man and

out for the next number of the PenArtist.
It will be the greatest num-

ber of any penmanship journal ever published.
To make sure that you get it, better 8ul)scrib^.

there,

mv

size!"

